
9/17/93 

Dear 7_r. 

Enclosed are copies of various arti'cles and book 

review, that I have recently come across. I am sending 
them to you because I think they may be of interest to you. 

7  '_,ave a couple of T,estions and if you could answer 
them I'd really be grateful. 

I would be extremely interested to know your impressions 
and thoughts on the new book Case Closed. 

In the acknowledgements of this book Mr. Posner thanked 
you for letting him res:arch at your house. I was wondering 
what you thought of the research techniques he utilized in 
your presence. Is there any difference in the way Thsnar 
indexed the 25 volumes compared with the way Mrs. Meagher 
indelze the volumes? 

is it at all possible that the first shot ;,was fired, at 
Z frame 160 as Posner claims? I have trouble wit. :;11,-a and 
also with his Positioning of Connally in the car when the magic 
bullet allegedly struck. I'd like to lr.now 	yo-1 think about 
that. I haven't read lase (71o3ed yet, but my general impression 
is that ?osnar as a lawyer has written a defense brief for The 
Warren Report just as Mark lane's Rush to Judgement was a defense 
brief for Oswald. Do you agree wit ".1 this assessment? 

I was very curious to know what you think of he computer 
enhancements of the 7,aprnder film that Posner uses to support 
his theory. 73 the moving o-F .'"onnally's jacket late] 71eln 
s-,nnort the magic bullet theory? 7S there any b_i_g_aiff__:an.T, 
or credence to these computer enhancements? Does this prove 
anything or teach -,zs 	.1Dg 

Lastly, has the new release of files and records brought 
anything new and significant to the sea 	%)-,- the truth? 

I hope this letter and material I've sent is liot a 
distraction or imposition to you. I've just come across this 
and I tho-;.ght that you would be interested in the articles 
and clij pings. 

worn, 
i"/ 	c(tig11( 

Best Regards 

Could 10,-1- 	r Comme. 	04 boob are.ILL C Ub et c\ 
filtiS5; 	Crk's;.3 


